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CONTINUOUS HOMOMORPHISMS ARE DIFFERENTIABLE

J. P. HOLMES

Abstract. Suppose A" is a Banach space, D is an open set of X containing 0,

and V is a continuously differentiable function from DXD to X satisfying

V(0, x) = V(x, 0) = x for each x in D. If T is a continuous function from

[0, 1] into D satisfying 7/(0) = 0 and V(T(s), T(t)) = T(s + t) whenever

each of s, t, and s + t is in [0, 1] then T is continuously differentiable on

[0, 1],

Suppose A' is a Banach space, D is an open convex set of X containing 0,

and V is a continuously differentiable function from DXD to X satisfying

V(x, 0) = 1/(0, x) = x for each x in D.

Theorem I. If T is a continuous function from [0, 1] into D satisfying

T(Q) = 0 and V(T(s), T(t)) = T(s + t) whenever each of s, t, and s + t is in

[0, 1] then T is continuously differentiable on [0, 1].

Before giving a proof of Theorem 1 we will indicate some background and

questions.

Suppose x is in D. Let x° = 0 and if n is a positive integer so that x"~x

exists and is in D let x" = V(x, x"~ '). V is said to be power associative if for

each x in D, V(x", xm) = x"+m whenever each of x" and xm is in D and

x"+m exists.

If d is a positive number let R (d) = {x in X\ \\x\\ < d).

Theorem 2. // X and V are as above then there is a neighborhood EofO in X

so that the restriction of V to EXE is power associative if and only if there are

positive numbers r and d so that for each x in R (r) there is a unique continuous

function   Tx  from   [0,1]   to   R(d)   satisfying   Tx(0) = 0,   Tx(l) = 1,   and

ViTxis), Txit)) = Tx(s + t) whenever each of s, t, and s + / is in [0, 1].

The nontrivial part of Theorem 2 was proved in [1]. Theorem 1 allows us to

change " continuous " to "continuously differentiable" in Theorem 2.

F. A. Roach in [2] has recently given an interesting example of a power

associative V where X = D = Euclidean n dimensional space and

(1,0,..., 0) is the unit instead of (0, ..., 0). If n = 1, 2, or 4 this V is real,
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complex, or quaternion multiplication. In other dimensions it is nonassocia-

tive. In each dimension V may be restricted to the unit sphere to provide a

global power associative multiplication with unit there.

In view of Theorems 1 and 2 some questions arise concerning power

associative multiplications. Suppose that V is power associative and choose r

as in Theorem 2. Define/from R(r) into X by/(x) = Tx(0). It is easy to see

that f(Tx(t)) = tf(x) for ||x|| sufficiently small. If V is associative and

continuously differentiable arguments from Birkhoff [3] can be used to show

the restriction of / to some neighborhood of 0 is a homeomorphism. If V is

twice differentiable then the argument in Neuberger's paper [4] shows that/is

continuously differentiable on some neighborhood of 0.

Questions. Must / be continuously differentiable? Must the restriction of /

to some neighborhood of 0 be a homeomorphism? Is the answer to either of

these yes in the finite dimensional case?

An affirmative to either of these would allow one to use / to construct a

multiplication W locally isomorphic with V at 0 so that W(tx, sx) = (s + t)x

whenever each of s, t, and s + t is in [0, 1] and ||x|| is sufficiently small.

We now construct a proof of Theorem 1. If G is a continuous linear

transformation from XxX to X or from X to X denote the norm of G by | G|.

Lemma I. If V and T are as above there is a positive number M so that if

each of s and t is in [0, 1] then \\T(s) - r(/)|| < M\s - t\.

Proof. Suppose each of t, e, and / + e is in [0, 1]. }'0+e dsT(s) = f0 dsT(s)

+ /g dsT(t + s). Thus /0 ds[T(t + s) - T(s)] = f0 ds[T(e + s) - T(s)]. If t

is in [0, 1) and e is in (0, 1 - t] denote by A(t, e) the point e_1/o ds[T(t + s)

— T(s)]. By the fundamental theorem of calculus, A(t, e) has limit T(t) as e

approaches 0 from the right.

Note

A(t, e) = I Jf' ds[ V(T(s), T(e)) - V(T(s), 0)]

= ±fdsfldrV'(T(s),rT(e))(0,T(e)).
e J0     Je,

An easy calculation shows V'(0, 0)(a, b) = a + b whenever each of a and b

is in X. Hence, if / is in [0, 1] then

/0' ds{1 drV'V> °)(0' \ r(<>) - 7 r«-

Choose the positive number d so that if each of a and b is in R (d) then

| V'(a, b) - V'(0, 0)| < \. Choose the positive number a" so that if t is in

[0, a"] then ||T(i)|| < d. Choose the positive number d" so that if e is in

(0,a"')then||r(a")-/l(a",e)|| <\.

Suppose e is in (0, d"). Then
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d'
Tid')-^-Tie)   <\\Tid')-Aid',e)\\-r Aid', e)-^ Tie)

<i + C dSfo  dr{ V'{T{S)' rT{e)) ~ F'(0' 0)](°' ~e T{e))\

< \ + \ 7 rwi
since for each 5 in [0, a"] and each r in [0, 1] each of Tis) and r7\e) is in

Let B denote the number (2/d")[ \ + \\ Tid')\\]. We have, if e is in (0, d"),

-Tie)
e     v '

-||*W||< T(d')
d'

Tie)
2    2

0"
7(e)

Hence ||e-T(e)|| < 5.

By continuity of T and K' and compactness of [0, 1] choose the number W

so that if each of t, s, and e is in [0, 1] then | V\Tis), tTie))\ < W. Let C be

the maximum of (|| r(f)||: t is in [0, 1]}.

Suppose each of t and e is in [0, 1] and e < t.

\\Tit) - T(e)|| =||F(T(e), T(t - e)) - K(7(e),0)||

f ' dsV'iTie),sTit - e))(0, F(/ - e))
•'o

< W\\Tit-e)\\.

Thus there are two alternatives. If t - e is in (0, d") then WHTX* - e)|| <

WB\t - e\. If t - e is in [d", 1] then W||r(i - e)|| < iWC/d")\t - e\.

Thus, the choice of A/= max{ W2?, WC/d") satisfies the conclusion of

Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. // c is a positive number there is a positive number m so that if e is

in [0, 1] and x is in R im) then

||K(r(e),x) - K(T(e),0) - K'(r(e), 0)(0, x)|| < c||x||.

Proof. Let L(Ar) denote the Banach space of continuous linear transforma-

tions from I to I and define the function F from [0, 1] to L(A') by

Fis)iy) = V\Tis), 0)(0,y) for eachj' in X. Fis continuous.

Choose d and a" as in the proof of Lemma 1 and denote by G the function

from [0, d'] to L(Z) defined by Git) = f0 dsFis). Denote by / the identity

transformation in L(A'). If t is in (0, d'] then

7<*<0 =  sup
ILHI-l

j (' dsV'iTis),0)- K'(0,0)(0,>>)
1

since  H^|| = 1  and for each j in [0, t] Tis) is in Rid). Thus, G(i) is

invertible.

Suppose c is a positive number and for each s in [0, 1] choose the positive

number ds so that if each of Tis) - p and q is in Rids) then | V'iTis), 0) -

V'ip, q)\ < c/2.
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By continuity of T choose d's positive so that if e is in [0, 1] and \e - s\ <

d's then T(e) - T(s) is in R(ds). By compactness of [0, 1] there is a finite set

H in [0, 1] so that if e is in [0, 1] there is an j in H so that \e - s\ < d's.

Choose such an H and let m be the smallest member of {ds: s is in H}.

Suppose e is in [0, 1] and x is in R (m). Choose 5 in H so that \e - s\ < d¿.

We then have

\\V(T(e),x) - V(T(e),0) - V'(T(e), 0)(0, x)||

<  Ç dr[V'(T(e),rx)- V'(T(s), 0)](0, x)

+ \\[V'(T(s),0)- V'(T(e),0)](0,x)\\.

But for each r in [0, 1] rx is in R(m) which is contained in R(ds) and

T(e) — T(s) is in R(ds). Hence the right-hand side of this last inequality is

less than c||x||.

Thus we have a proof of Lemma 2.

Choose M as in the conclusion of Lemma 1. Suppose c is a positive

number and choose t in (0, a"). Choose aai positive by Lemma 2 so that if x is

in    R(m)    then    \\V(T(s), x) -   V(T(s), 0) -   V'(T(s), 0)(0, x)||  <

(c/2A/|G(i)~1|)||x|| for each s in [0, 1]. Choose ai positive so that if e is in

(0, Ai)then T (e) is in R(m).

Suppose 5 is in [0, 1] and e is in (0, ai). Then

\\T(s + e)-T(s)-F(s)(T(e))\\

= \\V(T(s), T(e)) - V(T(s),0) - V'(T(s),0)(0, T(e))\\

<(c/2A/|G(/)-'|)||r(e)||<(c/2|G(0-1|>.

Thus,

fds(T(s + e)-T(s)-F(s)(T(e)))

= ^A(t,e)-G(t)^T(E))   <(c/2|G(0-'|).

Choose ai' positive so that if e is in (0, ai') then \\T(t) - A(t, e)\\ <

(c/2|G(í)~'|). If e is in both of (0, ai) and (0, ai') we may combine the last two

inequalities to obtain \\T(t) - G(t)(e-lT(e))\\ < (c/|G(/)"'|) and finally

\\G(tyl(T(t)) - e-lT(e)\\ < c.

Thus the limit of e~lT(e) as e approaches 0 from the right exists and is

G(t)-\T(t)). Denote this limit by T'(0). We have for each t in (0, a"),

T(t) = G(t)(T'(0)). Hence, by the fundamental theorem of calculus T is

continuously differentiable on [0, a").

Suppose t is in [0, 1] and T is continuously differentiable on [0, /). T(s) =
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ViTis/2), Tis/2)) so by the chain rule it follows that T is continuously

differentiable on [0, min(2i, 1)). It follows that T is continuously differentia-

ble on [0, 1].
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